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PRESS RELEASE 

Hydrogenious LOHC Technologies appoints Stephan Marcus 

Eger as Chief Financial Officer (CFO) 

Germany/Erlangen, 12 April 2023. Stephan Marcus Eger has been appointed to the 

newly established position of Chief Financial Officer (CFO) at Hydrogenious LOHC 

Technologies in Erlangen, Germany. Starting in April, the experienced MBA will be 

responsible for finance, accounting and controlling as well as procurement and 

investor relations in close coordination with the CEO. 

With his vast expertise in finance, capital markets, venture capital and large-scale 

business transformation, Stephan Eger will drive forward the professionalization and 

structural development of Hydrogenious LOHC Technologies during its ongoing scale-

up process. The German pioneer of liquid organic hydrogen carriers (LOHC) is currently 

looking to raise €100-120m in a Series C round with a view to becoming IPO-ready in 

the future. 

Stephan Eger looks back on a thriving career in telecommunications and financial 

industries. From 2007 to 2015 he was Head of Investor Relations and Senior Vice 

President at Deutsche Telekom AG in Bonn, before he became CFO, Deputy Chairman 

of the Board and Senior Vice President Finance at T-Mobile Czech Republic and Slovak 

Telekom, responsible for over 7000 employees and €1.8 billion in revenues. 2019 he co-

founded and invested in a FinTech start-up in the Czech Republic and has been advising 

small and medium-sized companies in their IPO processes. 

“Hydrogenious is uniquely positioned with its LOHC technology to play a key role in the 

development and growth of the global hydrogen market, especially in the fields of storage 

and transportation of hydrogen. I am excited to help to grow and develop the company 

together with the entire team and to lead it towards sustainable success and IPO 

readiness in the coming years” says Stephan Eger. 

"With Stephan Marcus Eger, we welcome a highly experienced finance expert to join our 

team at Hydrogenious," adds founder and CEO Daniel Teichmann. "With over 20 years 

of leadership experience, including responsibility as CFO in industry-leading 

organizations and continued success in the IPO of growth companies, Stephan Marcus 

Eger will be a great asset to our team and further strengthen our development as an 

internationally operating technology company." 
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Newly appointed CFO at Hydrogenious LOHC Technologies: Stephan Marcus Eger 
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About Hydrogenious LOHC 
Hydrogenious LOHC adds the missing link to high-performing hydrogen value chains globally. 

Based on its proprietary and proven Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC) technology with 

benzyl toluene as carrier medium, Hydrogenious LOHC allows for superior, flexible hydrogen 

supply to consumers in industry and mobility across the globe, utilizing conventional liquid-fuel 

infrastructure. Founded in 2013, the portfolio of the market-leading pioneer and its joint venture 

companies today includes stationary and mobile (on-board) LOHC-based applications: 

Hydrogenious LOHC Technologies, headquartered in Erlangen/Germany, offers – within an EPC 

partnership with Bilfinger – (de-)hydrogenation turnkey plants, Operation & Maintenance and 

LOHC logistics services – ensuring safe, easy and efficient hydrogen storage, transport and 

distribution. Hydrogenious LOHC Emirates, based in the United Arab Emirates and a joint venture 

with Emirates Specialized Contracting & Oilfield Services (ESCO), acts as the regional spearhead 

in the Middle East since the end of 2021. Hydrogenious LOHC Maritime, established in 2021 

jointly with Østensjø Group and located in Norway, develops an emission-free onboard propulsion 

system with a promising LOHC/fuel cell solution for the global shipping industry. With its >180 

staff members and investors AP Ventures, Royal Vopak, Winkelmann Group, Mitsubishi 

Corporation, Covestro, JERA Americas, Temasek, Hyundai Motor Company, Chevron 

Technology Ventures and Pavilion Capital, Hydrogenious LOHC is a major enabler and 

accelerator for the energy transition. 

www.hydrogenious.net | www.hydrogenious-emirates.ae | www.hydrogenious-maritime.net 

 

Media contacts Hydrogenious LOHC 
Birka Friedrich, Head of Marketing and Corporate Communications 
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Frank Erik Walter, Global Media Relations & PR 
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